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Plus five things this spin instructor wants you to know before your next class. Infinite Cycle trainer, Angharad (Harri) Saynor shares a few tips to up your spin class game. Gone are the days of ...
On this edition of Your Call, Dr. Dana Cohen and Gina Bria will discuss their new book, Quench: Beat Fatigue, Drop Weight, And Heal Your Body Through the New Science of Optimum Hydration. Some doctors ...
We spoke with dietitians and certified medical experts who broke down why it's terrible for your body if you only eat once a day.
To lower your diabetes risk, being with one healthy behavior, try timed eating, do resistance training and maintain balance.
How your candle scent REALLY impacts your mood - and the one choice most likely to create a sense of 'calm' throughout your home
Energy Medicine Balancing Your Bodys
We spoke with dietitians and certified medical experts who broke down why it's terrible for your body if you only eat once a day.
What Happens to Your Body When You Only Eat Once a Day
The ancient Chinese healing technique gua sha was first used to help alleviate symptoms and side effects of illness, but has morphed over the millennia into a beauty treatment said ...
Live Well: Chinese healing technique gua sha said to help face, body
Scientists at Sanford Burnham Prebys Medical Discovery Institute have taken a deep dive into a previously overlooked family of proteins and discovered that they are essential to maintaining the energy ...
Researchers reveal the internal signals cells use to maintain energy
Brand Partner Content* Whether you’re a performance athlete in a cutting phase or just struggling with some stubborn belly fat, turning to a fat-burning supplement can be a great way to break through ...
PhenGold Review: Will This Weight Loss Supplement Boost Your Metabolism And Stop Hunger Cravings?
On this edition of Your Call, Dr. Dana Cohen and Gina Bria will discuss their new book, Quench: Beat Fatigue, Drop Weight, And Heal Your Body Through the New Science of Optimum Hydration. Some doctors ...
How To Heal Your Body By Staying Hydrated
Plus five things this spin instructor wants you to know before your next class. Infinite Cycle trainer, Angharad (Harri) Saynor shares a few tips to up your spin class game. Gone are the days of ...
How to burn 20 per cent more calories in your spin class
As we start to emerge from the fog of the pandemic and over a year spent feeling highly anxious at worst and “languishing” at best, there’s never been a better time to focus on self-care.Caught up in ...
25 Self-Care Subscription Boxes to Nourish Your Body and Mind After a Tough Year
Exercising the brain not only strengthens neural pathways but also builds new ones. Neural pathways are where our memories live. The goal is to strengthen pathways with good habits, thoughts and ...
Fitness Isn't Just Physical: The Importance Of Exercising Your Brain
Applied Evolutionary Ecology, Laurentian University; Eric Boivin Graduate Student – Department of Psychology, Laurentian University and Meghan McCue PhD Candidate, Biomolecular Sciences, Laurentian ...
Evolutionary medicine looks to our early human ancestors for insight into conditions like diabetes
These 16 jewelry pieces we found may help open and balance your seven main chakras, and they start under $10 — see all ...
Your Ultimate Guide to Chakras and Energy-Healing Jewelry
Metabolism is a chain of chemical reactions that happen in our body, it converts food to energy. Whatever we eat or drink, needs to be converted to energy, for the body to function. Our body functions ...
Here are three simple ways to boost your metabolism for a healthy lifestyle
To lower your diabetes risk, being with one healthy behavior, try timed eating, do resistance training and maintain balance.
6 Ways to Slash Your Diabetes Risk Dramatically, According to Doctors
Beauty and cosmetic retailer Mecca Australia has revealed how different candle scents can help elevate your mood and assist with relaxing.
How your candle scent REALLY impacts your mood - and the one choice most likely to create a sense of 'calm' throughout your home
Tina and Jordan spoke with Adora Winquist who is an innovator in the field of aromatherapy and energy medicine. She shares her new elixirs for quantum living to help balance your body, mind, and ...
Elixirs For Quantum Living
She turned to Novus Health Solutions in Duluth. After her consultation with Jay Huber, the clinic’s owner, medical director and physician, she learned she had no estrogen and very low levels of ...
Duluth health center specializes in regenerative medicine, hormone replacement therapy
Centuries later, this tenet remains central to traditional Chinese medicine ... it also restores your body’s equilibrium. “Nature will give us what we need to balance out,” notes Adrian ...
7 Ways to Reinvigorate Your Spring Routine Using Traditional Chinese Medicine
decreasing depression as well as improving flexibility and balance, just to name a few. One way to experience subtle energy in your body is to try this simple exercise: Briskly rub your palms ...
Explore the transformative power of kundalini energy
I deeply appreciate the energetic boosting and balancing they provide ... essence in the ocean changed the vibrational energy of the entire body of water. The process for making essences is ...
Mother Nature's Medicine: Upgrade your energy with flower essences
Ivy Marcucci can stand on one leg, with the other raised to the side and bent tightly in a yoga “tree” pose. She can hike for hours without worrying that she will lose her balance and topple down a ...
Cutting-edge multiple sclerosis treatment at Northwestern restores local college student’s vision, balance and energy: ‘I am a new person,’ says 22-year-old Ivy Marcucci
If you’re looking to lose weight or just generally be healthier in your day-to-day life, eating sugar isn’t exactly the best option. “Sugar is inflammatory to the body,” explains Amy Shapiro, MS, RD, ...
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